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501 German Verbs with CD-ROM (501 Verb Series)Barron's Educational Series, 2007

	The most commonly used 501 German verbs are arranged alphabetically in a table format, one verb per page with English translation, and conjugated in all tenses and forms. The book’s additional features include common idioms with example sentences to demonstrate verb usage and a grammar review. This book includes a bonus CD-ROM enclosed...
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Building Web Applications with Python and Neo4jPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop exciting real-world Python-based web applications with Neo4j using frameworks such as Flask, Py2neo, and Django


	About This Book

	
		Develop a set of common applications and solutions with Neo4j and Python
	
		Secure and deploy the Neo4j database in production
	
		A step-by-step...
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Exceptional C++: 47 Engineering Puzzles, Programming Problems, and SolutionsAddison Wesley, 1999
 Exceptional C++ shows by example how to go about sound software engineering in standard C++. Do you enjoy solving thorny C++ problems and puzzles? Do you relish writing robust and extensible code? Then take a few minutes and challenge yourself with some tough C++ design and programming problems. 

 The puzzles...
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Dojo: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Of all the Ajax-specific frameworks that have popped up in recent years, one clearly stands out as the industrial strength solution. Dojo is not just another JavaScript toolkit -- it's the JavaScript toolkit -- and Dojo: The Definitive Guide demonstrates how to tame Dojo's extensive library of utilities so that you can build rich and responsive web...
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Core Java Volume I--Fundamentals (10th Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2016

	Core Java® has long been recognized as the leading, no-nonsense tutorial and reference for experienced programmers who want to write robust Java code for real-world applications. Now,   Core Java®, Volume I–Fundamentals, Tenth Edition,   has been extensively updated to reflect the...
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English IdiomsOxford University Press, 1989
Published for the first time in colour, The Oxford Colour Portuguese Dictionary covers over 40,000 words and phrases, and over 60,000 translations. It has the same exceptionally clear colour layout as the other titles in the series. Every word or phrase the user wants to translate is highlighted in blue, making this the most instantly accessible...
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